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During five action-packed days in March, the Malaysian International Furniture 
Fair (MIFF) is home to hundreds of millions of dollars in furniture deals. Then 
it’s over, and right quick. Or so it seems. For smart buyers and exhibitors, the 
idea of MIFF is never over. There’s follow-up, analysis, more deal-making with 
contacts and, of course, planning for next year. 

In other words, there are very important factors contributing to post-MIFF 
business success. Here, we examine four of them, exploring ways furniture 
buyers, sellers and dreamers can capitalise on their time up until MIFF 2014.

Achieve 
post-mIff Business success
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Visitors walk the halls of MIFF 2013



Oasis Furniture Industries found a way 
to keep its products (pictured here) in the 

minds of buyers post-show

Realising the importance of keeping 

business rapport alive over great distances, 

Kluang-based Oasis Furniture Industries 

Sdn Bhd went the extra mile by stationing 

a pretty postwoman at its booth at the 

recent Malaysian International Furniture 

Fair (MIFF) 2013. 

Clad in an ocean blue uniform with a 

knee-length skirt, the friendly postwoman 

went around handing out postcards to 

buyers.

The initiative had buyers writing and 

dropping their postcards into a mock 

post box, which were then mailed to their 

respective countries. 

“We wanted better interaction with our 

buyers,” explained Jane Lee, Marketing & 

Brand Executive for Oasis. “So, the postcard 

campaign was a small effort to encourage 

buyers to experience the warmth and 

hospitality of our people and country. Plus, 

it helps build better rapport in the long run.” 

According to Ms. Lee, more than 80 

percent of the postcards were sent out 

to buyers during the campaign reaching 

countries as far as the Middle East and 

South Africa. 

Apart from the direct mail method, 

Ms. Lee explained that one increasingly 

popular option to encourage ‘fruitful 

interaction’ and better sales success was 

leveraging on digital marketing tools to 

turn potential visitors into customers and 

to establish lasting relationships. 

Over the years, the ergonomic chair 

specialist has been sending out e-cards 

to customers as a way of showing sincere 

appreciation and not just to enhance 

business relationships. With businesses 

spanning across continents, the company 

now banks on alternative modes of 

communication like Facebook, Twitter and 

Skype for information sharing, business 

invites and problem solving.

“Skype helps us show customers how 

to get a problem solved faster and more 

efficiently in real time, while Facebook 

keeps buyers updated on our latest 

progress and activities,” Ms. Lee said. 

Exhibitions and conference organiser 

Gregg Parker, and Dr. Noohul Basheer 

Zain Ali, Managing Director of U.K.-based 

furniture distributor Asmimi Limited, 

shared the same sentiments. 

“Online channels like email and social 

media networks such as Facebook are very 

effective to ensure better communication 

with long distance clients,” Dr. Noohul said. 

Mr. Parker clarified that apart from 

helping sellers and buyers build better 

rapport, social media is crucial for 

creating awareness and driving visitors to 

exhibitions. Working with clients stationed 

in every corner of the world, Mr. Parker 

communicates with his clients daily via 

email and weekly via Skype.

“I often work in the evenings so that we 

can work in real time to tackle any issues,” 

he added.  
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TOp TIpS for Making Ends Meet
 Acknowledge and appreciate your clients with clever tactics, Thank You notes or 
e-greeting cards during festive seasons.

 Digital marketing tools can help turn potential visitors into customers and build 
better business rapport. They also encourage better brand awareness and 
increased visitation.

 Social media, Facebook and Twitter help clients get faster updates on your 
company’s progress and activities.

 Skype helps sellers and buyers achieve better face-to-face communication and 
tackle problem solving in real time. 

I.  Build Long-Distance 
relationships
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Rule No. 2 - Make it current 

When it comes to news, timing is 

crucial. It’s probably a little too late to pitch 

a MIFF 2013-post show story, so think about 

pitching a MIFF 2014 story. 

Current issues or popular topics get the 

pick from editors.

In 2012, ergonomic furniture was a hot 

topic; what do you think will be all the rage 

in 2014? 

If you’re pitching a story to the business 

media, they want insights into the future 

of the business. Being in the industry, you 

have access to tasty insider information 

that every editor wants. Weave that insight 

into your story if possible and you’ll have 

eager editors snapping at your heels.

Rule No. 3 -  Be the editor’s  
best friend

Furnish the editor with everything 

she needs to run a story—from relevant 

contact details to choosing professionally 

shot pictures that do justice to your 

brand. One sure-fire way to make  

an editor sit up is to offer a scoop that 

II. PR yourself

Special Report

Are you a PR noob with no clue on how 

to get your MIFF story into the headlines? 

Fear not; anyone can do PR.

It’s all about how well you present 

yourself, follow up, and communicate with 

people.

Just follow these three golden rules and 

you’ll have a pitch-perfect PR campaign by 

MIFF 2014!

Rule No. 1 - Have a story

Make sure your story is newsworthy. 

Pretend you’re at a class reunion. 

Would the people you’re with sincerely 

be interested in your story if they weren’t 

being polite? Look at your most interesting 

characteristics from a third party 

perspective and highlight those.

Let’s say your company will be 

introducing a state-of-the-art office chair 

at MIFF 2014. Is there a story in there? Dig 

a little and see what value you can offer 

beyond self-promotion? Sometimes, it 

requires just a little bit of tweaking. 

‘Revolutionary office chair proven to 

reduce back problems by 30% expected to 

debut at MIFF 2014’ … now that’s a story. 

other rival publications can’t get their 

hands on. 

Did you just hire a big-name designer 

to create a cutting-edge exhibition booth? 

Why not propose an exclusive interview 

about the challenges and creative 

solutions? Editors love behind-the-scenes 

stories—particularly if they’re exclusive. 

PR is really not all that hard.

It’s about understanding (and 

addressing) your audience’s needs. Position 

yourself confidently, but not arrogantly. Be 

humble and professional in your approach. 

Photographers hustle at MIFF to catch a VIP.  
You can hustle too to catch the media’s attention
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Jade Wong, Principal Consultant 

of Malaysia-based Mustard Tree 

Communications, and David Ong-

Yeoh, a former journalist who now 

works for Malaysia-based WestCoast 

Communications as a PR consultant, 

contributed to this report. 

editoR’s Note:

Photographers hustle at MIFF to catch a VIP.  
You can hustle too to catch the media’s attention

Get friendly with journalists and you also might get your company a good headline
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Special Report

If you’re an exhibitor at the Malaysian 
International Furniture Fair (MIFF), you 
want to set up your exhibition booth, fill it 
with furniture and wait for buyers to show 
up, right?

And if you’re a buyer, you just need to 
sign up for the fair, book your flight to Kuala 
Lumpur, and show up, right? 

No, and probably…not.
A simple approach to visiting and 

exhibiting at the Malaysian International 
Furniture Fair (MIFF) might work for a 
few, but one leading expert on exhibition 
marketing says it’s better to refine your 
tactics and strategy for success. 

“You are investing money to take 
employees, rent a booth, decorate it and 
then you stand there and watch people go 
by and that is not as efficient as you could 
be,” said Ruth P. Stevens, New York-based 
author of trade show And event Marketing: 
Plan, Promote And Profit. “I researched 
and wrote this book because I noticed 
business marketers spend 15% to 40% of 
their marketing budgets on exhibition 
marketing. That’s a pretty big chunk.”

With so much financial resource at 
stake, Ms. Stevens recommends setting 
objectives well before the show begins. 

“If you don’t know why you’re there you 
will never be able to declare success,” Ms. 
Stevens said. 

Select one primary objective—maybe 
two—as well as one to two secondary 
objectives, Ms. Stevens said.

“If you focus, you can line up everything 
you do there to support those objectives,” 
Ms. Stevens said. “It makes life much clearer 
and easier.” 

Barry Siskind, Toronto-based author of 
Powerful exhibit Marketing: the Complete 
Guide to successful trade shows, Conferences, 
and Consumer shows, agreed.

“These objectives are mainly measured 
by Return On Investment (ROI),” he said. 
“But if the exhibitor is there to create 

III.  Rethink Your  
Exhibition strategy

brand awareness or educating public, then 
measuring ROI is not the relevant method.”

Instead, for cases like this, he 
highlighted that Return On Objectives 
(ROO) is the right tool to measure the 
success of participating in a show.

Typical objectives might include 
generating sales leads, introducing a new 
product, and finding new distributors. 

But, Mr. Siskind said, ROI does not 

necessarily be measured during the first 
attempt (first time exhibiting), as exhibitors 
need to find a proper baseline.

“For new exhibitors, by all means try all 
ways to gain the interest of your buyers,” 
Mr. Siskind said. “If things didn’t work out, 
you can always change your exhibiting 
method in future shows. Only then you 
have a proper baseline to see if there’s any 
improvement.”

SJY Furniture created an inviting booth 
at MIFF 2013, attracting passersby
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parchicit  
Qoitat Et, Con Core, Undae Ficienit

Here’s something else to consider: 
while MIFF organisers are very professional 
and helpful, don’t rely entirely on them to 
get what you want out of the show. 

“It’s a good idea to let your customers 
and prospects know that you are going 
to be at this exhibition,” Ms. Stevens said. 
“Pre-show promotion is important.”

Use email, direct mail, the phone and/
or social media to get this job done, she 
said. 

“You want to first, let them know you’re 
going to be there and second, ask them to 
meet with you,’ Ms. Stevens said. “Setting 
up meetings in advance is a real successful 

tactic in exhibition marketing. It’s one that 
not that many exhibitors do.”

Be clever, Ms. Stevens said. Send a 
single glove to your contacts before the 
event with a message like, “Do you want 
the other one? Come see us.” 

If a show like MIFF is full of prospects, 
“go for broke” with marketing tactics in 
the exhibit as well, Ms. Stevens said. “Use 
giveaways, games, magicians—whatever it 
takes to attract passersby.” 

“One of the most creative ways I have 
witnessed is to have a shoe shining counter 
next to the exhibitors’ booth,” Mr. Siskind 
said. “This gives the salespeople the chance 

to talk to potential buyers.”
Finally, after the show, you must follow-

up with your contacts. 
“The world of business-to-business 

marketing is populated with un-followed 
up leads,” Ms. Stevens said. 

But there’s no such thing as a perfect 
exhibition plan, Mr. Siskind said.

“Changes don’t necessarily have to 
be big,” Mr. Siskind said. “Very often, 
exhibitors do not have huge resources 
to put everything into their exhibition 
programme. It is not practical to change 
everything. Sometimes, effective changes 
can be in little things.”

EXTRA TIpS FROM Ruth Stevens
Give your salespeople at least a couple hours of training on how to 
greet and engage customers—as well as disengage so they are not 
wasting their time. 

A booth that is very open in concept and has no barriers to entry 
creates an opening and inviting environment for many people to enter. 
A booth that is more closed is better for creating a private environment 
to meet with key people you have prior appointments with. 

Ms. Stevens has many more free downloadable resources on trade 
show and B-to-B marketing —from white papers to articles and 
columns—at www.ruthstevens.com



We all either are or can be furniture 

industry winners. 

So here’s some encouragement for 

winners—and would-be winners—to 

keep winning. It feels good, you get a 

lot out of it and it’s the right thing to do. 

Obviously. 

exhibition winners on 

winning

Resinas Olot, S.L., a 

Spanish manufacturer 

of furniture for 

hospitality and 

home design, 

won the MIFF 2013 Furniture Excellence 

Platinum Award (Household Furniture 

Category). It was the company’s first time 

exhibiting in MIFF. 

To Resinas Olot’s surprise, it turned 

out to be the company’s best ever exhibit 

in Asia, as visitors were mesmerised by 

stylishly designed chairs and tables made 

from polypropylene and fiberglass. 

“This exhibition is simply fantastic,” 

said Resinas Olot’s Export Area Manager 

Jordi Ibanez. “Both winning the trophy 

and garnering so many sales and 

contacts these few days have been really 

amazing. Our booth is not very big, but 

in the first day alone, we have achieved 

more than 50 sales. Until today [the 

third day], we have gotten more 

than 150 new contacts and a 

new distributor in Malaysia. 

For winning the award, we 

have received an RM8000 

cheque that can be used 

if we exhibit at MIFF next 

year, which we definitely 

will.”

IV.  Just Be a Winner 

Meanwhile, SJY Furniture (M) Sdn. 

Bhd. was a double winner, awarded both 

the Furniture Excellence Award (Silver) in 

the Household Furniture category and the 

Best Presentation Award (First Prize) in the 

Bare Space Booth Category.

“Our furniture involves a lot of 

handiwork with nature-inspired designs,” 

said Dr. Lee Teoh Keng, Managing Director 

of SJY Furniture. “The product which won 

the award is very unique as it can serve as 

a sofa as well as bed. We are really pleased 

to receive the awards and believe that 

they will give our business an edge over 

the long-run.”

Hin Lim Furniture Manufacturer 

Sdn. Bhd. won two awards as well – a 

Furniture Excellence Award (Gold) in the 

Household Furniture category and the 

Best Presentation Award (2nd Prize) in the 

Bare Space Booth Category. 

“I’m happy because we get recognition 

from the awards,” said Thomas Lim, 

CEO of Hin Lim. “We are very much into 

the minimalist concept. This is good 

encouragement for the designers that we 

employ to [continue] with their designs 

and decorations.”

Special Report
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Neo table, by Hin Lim

Beekat Chair and Armchair,  
by Resinas Olot
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Fdc winners on winning

Although MIFF’s Furniture Design 

Competition (FDC) included a tremendous 

learning curve for University Sains Malaysia 

student Emmy Kong Pek Kei, she clinched 

First Prize together with Taylor’s University 

student Kok Wen Yee. 

“It is exciting to see yourself in 

the news,” Ms. Kong said. “To me, the 

experience of gaining more knowledge 

BJ Cabinet Enterprise, which won a Best 
Presentation Award at MIFF 2013 for its 
booth (pictured here), also 
manufactured the prototype of the 
winning FDC entry Jemore Board 

SJY Furniture received the Furniture Excellence Award (Silver)  
in the Household Furniture category for this sofa set

and listening to the opinion of others 

were the most valuable experience I 

could ever get. Everything was really 

fresh and makes me realise how little  

I know about art and how much more I 

have to learn and experience.”

For fellow First Prize winner Ms. Kok, 

the myriad of opportunities and feedback 

she received at MIFF were like dreams 

come true.

“After MIFF, I received five to six job 

offers at the same time,” Ms. Kok said. 

“It was really overwhelming and totally 

unexpected. Moreover, many designers 

from Thailand, Italy, UK, China and more 

gave me much good feedback.”

Seizing the opportunities that came 

with winning, Ms. Kok has begun working 

in an architecture firm in Bangsar as an 

interior designer. She has also leveraged 

on her working relationship with the 

manufacturer of her winning entry.

“I am also freelancing with my furniture 

manufacturer, BJ Cabinet,” she said. “All 

of these are great exposure for me to get 

hands-on experience before going to the 

U.K. this September to further my studies 

in Interior Architecture.”

On the other hand, Ms. Kong would 

just like to travel the world for now 

(reckless abandon can come with the 

territory of winning).
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Check out the MIFF FDC finalist 
designs at www.mifffdc.com

Special Report

Kok Wen Yee’s FDC entry was a clothes hanger that serves 

as a decorative piece as well. It was inspired by the traditional 

papan (wooden) houses of Malaysia and lauded by the judges 

for its functionality. It’s also the perfect excuse to air your 

(dirty?) linen in public.

Fellow FDC first-prize winner Emmy Kong Pek Kei won for 

the aesthetic value of her entry. Using materials like traditional 

rattan, glass and steel, Ms Kong drew her inspiration from 

gasing, the traditional Malay spinning top and the traditional 

drum, gendang.

“I haven’t had any concrete plans for 

the future,” she said. “I have an internship 

this July to August and hope to gain more 

insight then. I love fine arts, fashion, 

jewelry and furniture all the same—so you 

can see why I am still undecided.”

Taking the cue from the world she had 

seen at MIFF 2013, Ms. Kong confessed 

that she needs an eye-opening experience 

before she can spread her wings.

“I plan to travel overseas for a while, 

to see and experience the art and lifestyle 

there,” she said. “I feel that I need an eye-

opening experience as I am still young 

and inexperienced.”

Jemore Board

Unity Table

AftEr mIff, I 
rECEIVED fIVE 

to sIx JoB 
offErs At thE 

sAmE tImE.

“

“

- Kok Wen Yee

One thing is sure, though: MIFF FDC 

2013 leaves a lasting impact for those who 

succeed. 

“It has been a few months, but that 

doesn’t mean the excitement is over,” Ms. 

Kok said. “I am still on track with my work 

and all ready to further my studies. I have 

gained a lot of good networking and I am 

very grateful for that.”

Ms. Kong agreed: “The MIFF FDC 2013 

was a really good experience and it was 

huge. Quite mind blowing, I must say. I’ve 

always dreamt of making it internationally 

one day and making one-piece luxury 

furniture. I hope that would really 

happen.”

It probably will, winner. 

Indeed, dreams can come true for 

furniture designers, sellers and buyers 

alike. This happens often enough at MIFF, 

especially for those willing to put in effort 

to maximize their show success. 


